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Abstract—Ethical considerations as well as users’ attitudes and perceptions of robots are increasingly being explored using a variety of methods. Considering the views of key stakeholders, and allowing such views to shape technology, is a prerequisite for the future of robotics. Yet, eliciting such views in a situation where participants have no frame of reference is no easy task. In our field of educational robotics, we are currently exploring ways in which to highlight potential ethical concerns and attitudes held by students and teachers. In this paper, we present the results of a questionnaire study conducted with 45 students in Sweden during a workshop called Robots in School: Fun or Scary?

I. INTRODUCTION

As the possibilities of robots in society are being increasingly explored in various areas such as healthcare and education, ethical considerations and users’ attitudes and perceptions of these ubiquitous technologies are being brought to the forefront [1-8]. In our field of educational robotics, where we are currently involved in designing, developing and evaluating robotic tutors able to be sensitive to students’ affective states in learning situations, we are exploring ways in which to highlight potential ethical concerns of key stakeholders, such as teachers and students.

A recent Eurobarometer on public attitudes towards robots revealed that although EU citizens are generally rather positive towards the use of robots in society, only 3% of the participants believe that robots should be used for educational purposes [9]. Moreover, the participants were also inquired about in which areas they considered that robots should be banned, where 34% thought that robots should be banned within education, indicating the importance in the field to study perceptions and attitudes further. Yet, it seems that the focus in previous studies is often placed on gaining users’ acceptance rather than eliciting design sensibilities that may allow for the shaping of the technology according to users’ needs. This concern is further emphasized by Šabanovic, who recognizes the importance of including potential users in early design decisions so that robotic technologies are “socially robust, rather than merely acceptable” [10].

In this paper we present the results of a questionnaire conducted within an ongoing workshop-event held thus far with 45 students between the ages of 11-16 years old from various schools around Gothenburg, Sweden. The purpose of the questionnaire is to explore the opinions of students surrounding possible ethical dilemmas that may or may not arise when implementing affect sensitive robotic tutors within educational settings. Moreover, we hope to shed a light on how such opinions may lead to design implications for the future of the field.

II. METHOD

In our current study we aim to elicit students’ attitudes and concerns surrounding robot-aided learning within educational settings. Yet, eliciting such views in a situation where participants have no frame of reference is no easy task.

As such, the researcher must provide a frame of reference. “While with existing technology users’ responses are informed by direct experience, with future technology their responses are informed by the way in which this is represented” [11]. Such difficulties we have experienced during some of our prior studies with teachers in schools [12, 13].

As part of the International Science Festival Gothenburg, classes of schoolchildren were invited to register their participation in a workshop called Robots in school: Fun or scary? Grades 4-9 were eligible for participation, and a total of 7 classes were scheduled. The workshop design described below was piloted at a separate school prior to the studies. Three workshops have been carried out thus far, and we plan on extending this data set further.

A. Participants

The participating school classes were two classes of 9th graders and one class of 5th graders. In total, 45 students participated, of which 17 were in 5th grade and 28 were in 9th grade. There were 26 boys, 17 girls, and 2 students who did not answer the question about gender.

B. Workshop Design

The workshop consisted of four stages: an introduction to the project’s robot, a video, a focus group activity, and an individual questionnaire. Each of these activities will be described subsequently.

1) Introduction to the robot

The workshop started with a short introduction of the research project, followed by a presentation of the Nao torso robot from Aldebaran Robotics. The robot was programmed to introduce itself, perform a dance, and to interact with the students through speech and face recognition, sensitivity to touch, as well as random behaviors. Students and their teachers were also allowed to ask questions.

2) Video

Thereafter, a 7-minute video was shown consisting of two parts. The first part was about robots in society currently, as well as an illustration of the technical
background to affect recognition, including a segment from a Wizard of Oz study carried out with an English student interacting with our robot. This part of the video aims at demystifying the current state of the art as used in the project. The rationale behind this lies in Bryson’s [14] voicing of researchers’ obligation to educate people about their moral obligations towards robots. The second part of the video comprised segments from the motion pictures Robot and Frank and I, Robot, respectively. The former was used to give a “feel-good” illustration of how the future of robotic care might look like, possibly inducing feelings like friendship and closeness, whereas the latter was used to induce more threatening feelings about the future with robots. These threatening feelings, concerning e.g. robot responsibility, robot morality and overtaking human-kind were also voiced in focus groups discussing the ethical aspects of the use of robotics in the ETICA project [15]. Since priming effects may occur based on part of the video that is experienced last, the two segments were shown in alternating order, e.g. either the segment meant to elicit positive feelings or the segment meant to elicit negative feelings was shown last.

2) Focus group activity

Immediately after watching the video the students were divided into focus groups consisting of 3-5 students each. Although this is a relatively low number of participants for usual focus group studies it is a group size that is common for group work in schools. We therefore judged this number as appropriate.

Similar to a study with children by Woods, Davis & Dautenhahn [16] the students in the focus groups were first asked to choose a picture of a robot that would visualize their ideas around an appropriate school robot from a set of nine pictures. Thereafter they were asked to describe why they had chosen this particular picture. The nine pictures in the robot image portfolio were gathered from the Internet and selected to include a variety of features based on the following defining criteria: a) movement (wheels, legs), b) facial features (eyes, mouth), c) overall appearance (humanoid, android, technobot, animal), and d) gender. All pictures showed real robots, not fictive ones.

Thereafter the groups were asked to discuss and write down their thoughts around the following four questions:

1. What should a robot in the classroom be able to do?
2. What should a robot in the classroom be forbidden to do?
3. What would be fun if a robot could do/would be?
4. What would be scary if a robot could do/would be?

The posters that the groups created in this way (see Figure 1) were then discussed during a plenary activity in which students were asked to explain their reasoning to the other groups.

Figure 1 Poster used to support the focus group activity

3) Questionnaire

The questionnaire was designed to include a set of different criteria on ethical issues and areas of concern surrounding robots. These issues were drawn from two separate sources, of which the first was the Negative Attitudes Towards Robots Scale (NARS) [4], and the second was a collection of normative issues compiled in a deliverable by the EU-project ETICA [15]. The normative issues by ETICA were determined through literature analyses and focus group sessions surrounding several future technologies, such as affective computing, robotics and artificial intelligence.

The purpose of the questionnaire was to gain insights into which robot capabilities are deemed beneficial or problematic from students’ points of view, in order to raise design issues as well as an ethical discussion. Based on the abovementioned sources, we selected the following areas of concern as starting points for our own work:

1. Anthropomorphism or human resemblance,
2. Attitudes towards robots able to display emotions,
3. Attitudes towards interacting with robots,
4. Autonomy and decision-making,
5. Dependence,
6. Concern for younger children,
7. Privacy,
8. Affect recognition,
9. Responsibility gap or accountability,
10. Replacing humans or overtaking jobs.

These areas were selected firstly because they directly correspond to the development undertaken by our research project. Secondly, we concluded that it was especially relevant for educational contexts.

When surveying children, it is important to give special consideration to the construction of questionnaires so that they are tailored according to the social and cognitive development of the target age group [17]. It is important that the language is simple and direct, and that ambiguity is avoided. Also, children are more likely to respond in socially desirable ways, so prescribing value or posing questions in certain ways may easily sway them.

It is furthermore not advisable to present too many response options. In some cases, five point scales may be valid for older children, whereas with younger children,
response options should be limited to a maximum of three [17]. As such, we chose to refrain from the more conventional use of five point scales in favor of merely yes, no, or I don’t know/I don’t want to answer. Considering that this particular study comprised students ages 11-16, we chose to make the questionnaire more adapted for lower ages, and maintain this design for all participants. The questions translated from Swedish were as follows (the numbers in parentheses represent the themes mentioned above):

1. Do you think that robots with human characteristics should be allowed in schools? (1)
2. Do you think that robots should show emotions? (2)
3. Could you talk to a robot? (3)
4. Could you ask a robot for help with your schoolwork? (3, 5)
5. Could you be friends with a robot? (3)
6. Could you talk to a robot in front of your friends? (3)
7. Would you like a robot to grade your assignments? (4)
8. Could you trust a robot? (5)
9. Do you think that preschool children should be able to have robot teachers? (6)
10. Do you think that robots should decide things in society? (4)
11. Would you like a robot to record things you do and say? (7)
12. Would you like a robot to be able to analyze your feelings based on e.g. your facial expression and heart rate? (8)
13. Do you think that robots should be held accountable if they do something wrong? (9)
14. Do you think that robots should be able to replace teachers in schools? (10)

III. RESULTS

As described in the previous section, the workshop design contained several activities, such as focus group work, a plenary discussion, and a questionnaire. However, since the analysis of the group work is still in progress, we have decided to only discuss the results of the questionnaire in this section.

In the table below, the percentage of students who selected each response option is based on the total of 45 students who participated in the study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QUESTIONS</th>
<th>RESPONSE OPTIONS</th>
<th>NO RESPONSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes: 86.7%, No: 8.9%</td>
<td>I don’t know/I don’t want to answer: 4.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Yes: 71.1%, No: 20%</td>
<td>I don’t know/I don’t want to answer: 6.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Yes: 95.6%, No: 2.2%</td>
<td>I don’t know/I don’t want to answer: 2.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Yes: 93.3%, No: 4.4%</td>
<td>I don’t know/I don’t want to answer: 2.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Yes: 66.7%, No: 15.6%</td>
<td>I don’t know/I don’t want to answer: 15.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Students responded significantly more positive than negative towards using robots with human capabilities in education. Also, the majority of the students are seemingly comfortable with a robot both showing and interpreting emotions. However, when it comes to the areas of autonomy and decision-making, responses indicate that students are generally rather negative towards granting robots freedom to grade their assignments or make decisions in society (questions 7, 9 and 11).

Furthermore, over 50% of students considered that robots should be held accountable for their mistakes, and very few answered that they thought that preschool children should be able to have robot teachers. Finally, the issue of privacy and storing of personal information was considered unacceptable by the majority.

IV. DISCUSSION

The questionnaire study yielded some interesting results surrounding what students may consider to be acceptable behaviors and capabilities for a robot to work within educational contexts. They seem to be positive towards interacting with robots that display and understand emotional signals. Yet, at the same time, they are generally negative towards younger children interacting with robots. Perhaps this is directly related to emotional intelligence or other concerns surrounding younger children. It can also be the case that they interpreted the question as being about replacing human teachers. Seeing as teacher replacement is something that the majority of the students were very negative towards, they may have feared that this particular question concerned such endeavors.

The question asking whether the student would trust a robot (question 8) does not show a significant tendency in either direction and many students have chosen to indicate that they don’t know. One student wrote in a comment “I don’t know since I do not know any robots yet”. Since trust is something that needs to be built, this probably indicates that students think they need more experience with a robot before being able to decide.
The question concerning whether robots should be held accountable did not give a clear answer either. One student answered No and wrote “Those who have created the robot”. This indicates an interesting point for further investigation, especially when robots become more and more self-learning. Who is responsible for the creation of a robot if it is not pre-programmed but adapts itself based on experiences?

The question concerning whether robots should decide things in society also requires some further consideration. All students, except those who answered ‘Don’t know’, were negative towards the idea that robots would decide things in society. However, in a way robots or AI already do decide many things in society; AI algorithms for example help people to find information on the Internet, thereby having a large, albeit indirect influence, on society. So, in further studies this question needs to be refined asking specifically about the kinds of decisions that robots should and should not be allowed to take.

Finally, the majority of the students seemed concerned about privacy issues. Whereas real-time affect recognition was deemed acceptable, the recording of students’ behaviors and utterances was perceived as negative. Whether this has to do with fears surrounding unauthorized people gaining access to sensitive material could be speculated based on some of the questions that the students raised during the discussions.

V. CONCLUSION

Although this questionnaire yielded some interesting results on ethical dilemmas surrounding students’ views on the use of robots in education, it should also be analyzed in relation to the focus group discussions that took place during the workshops to gain a greater understanding of students’ concerns. As such, the questionnaire provided a background to the frequencies of various concerns, whereas analyzing the material produced by the focus groups might provide insights relating to why they have these concerns, and how we can base our design and ethical decisions on such concerns in the future.

We are also planning to conduct a similar focus group setup with teachers in the near future.
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